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Mexico City-based architect Michel Rojkind and art
director Vivian Rosenthal of Manhattan’s Tronic
Studio have a lot in common. Both work with top-
level international clients. Both are multi-disciplined
creatives: Rojkind was a drummer in a popular
Mexican rock band, while Rosenthal has an M.A. in
architecture. And both use 3D Mac applications to
develop and produce their work.

Vivian Rosenthal

Rojkind and Rosenthal are constantly immersed in
multiple, varied design projects. Rojkind recently
created and built an ambitious façade for Nestlé’s
chocolate factory in Toluca, Mexico, and is now
working on strategies to enhance other Nestlé

MR: Architecturally, it couldn’t be more necessary.
You’re dealing with a 3D environment; you’re
dealing with space. Even if you get a client excited
about a project with 2D designs, he can have
something totally different in his head.

Animations and walkthroughs and renderings are the
closest you can get to physically building a project.
When you work on an intimate scale, like designing a
house, it becomes very personal. Clients are
obsessed with the smallest details, like what color
the lighting fixtures will be. And on large-scale
projects, 3D designs are important as well, because
of all the people involved — it can help get a project
going, or even get funding sometimes.

VR: For us, working in 3D is critical. I can’t imagine
not doing it that way. We usually don’t even do
traditional storyboards anymore. We do 3D animatics
— combined with 2D design work, they’re essential
for selling the concept to the client. It allows them to
see what’s in our heads, which otherwise would be a
lot harder to convey. Like you said, if they were
signing off on 2D sketches, then later on they might
realize they were imagining something different.

MR: Vivian, I really love the things you do at Tronic
with multimedia in a 3D environment. The mixture of
reality and CG is just mind-blowing. But I have to
ask: Since you guys come from an architectural
background, do you miss doing architecture?

3D Portraits: Architecture Meets
Animation
By Elise Malmberg
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Vivian Rosenthal:

The tool that we come back to the most is our Final Cut setup, which
combines Final Cut and Shake. That’s where projects start and end.
When we initially sketch and rough out the structure of the project, it
happens through Final Cut. As we work on a project and pieces are
finished or up for review, we start to place these pieces in the project

Apple in 3D
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VR: Exactly. On a day-to-day basis, we forget the
gap between what’s happening in the computer and
what’s happening outside. One of the projects we
did for Sharp was a large-scale CNC [computer
numerical control] sculpture. We created the form
visually, and then it was milled using CNC. But the
whole thing was so digital that what existed on our
screen was the same as what ended up in the
gallery. Even when it doesn’t get extracted into the
built environment, to us it still feels tangible because
we’re so used to working in an all-digital space.

Are you doing any physical models, Michel? Or is it
mostly digital, or a combination? What do you prefer
personally?

MR: I will never stop doing physical models. We do a
lot of physical models and a lot of 3D models. We’re
trying to get a new 3D printer so we can do more
things with CNC. If the shapes are complex, it takes
a lot of time to pass from digital to physical models.
We’re trying to shorten that time by printing them
directly off the 3D model.

VR: Oh yeah, it’s so great to be able to do that!

MR: Normally you have this façade, or this interior,
or this shape, and you pass the 3D model to the
company that’s going to build it. But now you don’t
even have to pass along the drawings anymore, the
typical sections and plans. It’s changing and shifting
to a new way of designing and building architecture.

At the same time, you are still dealing with making
the building stand up, which is a separate issue. But
being able to extract your design into a 3D form
makes so much more sense than the traditional ways
of drawing it.

Michel Rojkind

MR: I’m always trying to rethink things and see
what’s coming. What the future might look like when
the work you guys are doing with design blends with
architecture. Maybe the CG or animation
implementations that we have on buildings will not
only be on screens. Maybe you’ll see the physical
buildings moving somehow…

3D Portraits: Architecture Meets
Animation
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Tools of the Trade

ROJKIND

Hardware:

Software:

20-inch iMac
17-inch MacBook Pro
17-inch PowerBook
12-inch PowerBook
12-inch iBook
20-inch Cinema Display
Seven iPods
Dell monitor
Three LG monitors

Final Cut Studio
QuickTime Pro
iPhoto
Keynote
Adobe After Effects
Adobe Director
Adobe Creative Suite
Artlantis Studio
Autodesk AutoCAD
Autodesk Maya
Graphisoft ArchiCAD
Graphisoft MaxonForm
Maxon Cinema 4D
Nemetschek VectorWorks
Architect

TRONIC

Hardware:

Software:

Mac
PowerBook G4
Xserve
Xserve RAID
Boxx 8200 workstations

Final Cut Studio
Shake
Adobe Creative Suite
Autodesk 3ds Max
Maxon Cinema 4D
SplutterFish Brazil r/s
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VR: Absolutely. If you don’t have to think of it in
terms of 2D drawings, it exists more in the realm of
a sculptural object — even if it’s a large-scale
building.

MR: Yeah, it’ll definitely make things easier. I’ve
been traveling to different countries to lecture, and I
meet architects of different nationalities, and we’re
all struggling with the same things. We take a long
time just doing the drawings so we can move on to
the construction site and build the building. It’s
crazy. There’s this bureaucratic delay between
finishing the drawings and the construction company
getting what they need to build the building.

Soon this will become the normal process: They’ll
get our 3D drawings, put them in their computer,
have the pieces cut in the field, and assemble them.
Already this is starting to happen. It’s like you were
saying, Vivian. If it’s already there in 3D, why bring it
down to 2D and then recreate it in 3D again?

VR: Yes — it’s a complete parallel to what we are
doing. If architecture can skip the 2D-back-to-3D
process, then it becomes more of a seamless
experience. You stay within the digital realm, and
then maybe just go into CNC, or straight into the
built form. That’s why I don’t see such a separation
between the worlds of media and architecture. It
feels like they’re going to collapse into one.

VR: It’s what we keep calling “convergence.” Back in
graduate school at Columbia, Jesse and I did a thesis
called “The Blue House,” on the intersection of digital
and physical space. It looked at how blue- or green-
screen technology, which is really important in
Hollywood films, could be applied to architecture.
For example, you could bring together different
spaces and people or environments in a new, hybrid
space. What you’re talking about, that intersection
where the whole building becomes the media itself,
is definitely going to happen. I don’t know exactly
when we’ll see it, but people are certainly starting to
think that way.

MR: I think you and I need to get a grant together so
we can take all this a step further. We can have
buildings that eventually grow bigger, or extend
limbs that are made with digital environments rather
than the physical ones.

VR: It does seem to be going that way. As you said,
it’s all about the desire to make it real. Bringing
along the right technologies and the right thought
processes to make it work. I don’t doubt that it’s
going to happen!
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Working out of the Box: Tronic 
Nov 03, 2008

Working out of the Box is a series of features presenting architects who have

applied their architecture backgrounds to alternative career paths.

Are you an architect working out of the box? Do you know of someone that

has changed careers and has an interesting story to share? If you would like to

suggest an (ex-)architect, please send us a message.

Archinect: Where did you study architecture?

Tronic: We both received our masters in architecture from Columbia University.

Get the Flash Player to see this video.

Image video for Herzog & de Meuron's 56 Leonard tower in NYC

http://archinect.com/index.php
http://archinect.com/features/
http://archinect.com/about/contact.php
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http://www.archinect.com/images/uploads/outofbox_tronic_09x1.jpg


↑ Click image to enlarge

Still  from the image video for Herzog & de Meuron's 56 Leonard tower in NYC (Click on

this and all of the images to get a detailed view)

↑ Click image to enlarge

Still  from the image video for Herzog & de Meuron's 56 Leonard tower in NYC

↑ Click image to enlarge

Still  from the image video for Herzog & de Meuron's 56 Leonard tower in NYC
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At what point in your life did you decide to pursue architecture?

T: When I was in high school I was able to take an architecture elective and really

fell in love with the idea of form and space. Jesse grew up in a family of landscape

architects, so architecture and design were always surrounding him.

↑ Click image to enlarge

Still  from GE’s GO Big Brand Video
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Still  from GE’s GO Big Brand Video

When did you decide to stop pursuing architecture? Why?

T: Neither of us feels like we ever really stopped pursuing architecture, we just

shifted scales. The intersections between the body, space, form and technology

have always been what has interested us and what we have explored in the work.

We were drawn to the immediacy and intimacy of film, animation and digital

design. These digital mediums allowed for explorations that were more time

consuming and costly to achieve in the built form.

↑ Click image to enlarge

Still  from Bloom film, from the Sharp installation
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Photo of Bloom, from the Sharp installation

Describe your current profession. 

T: First and foremost we're designers. What we design changes from project to

project. Sometimes we create sculptures and installations and other times we

create films and animations. No matter what the medium we bring the same

conceptual focus to the project. We aren't interested in working in just one

medium, we really enjoying the process of working in different mediums, each with

its own structure. 

↑ Click image to enlarge

Still  from Target’s Art for All Brand Video
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Still  from Target’s Art for All Brand Video
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Still  from Target’s Art for All Brand Video

What skills did you gain from architecture school, or working in the

architecture industry, that have contributed to your success in your current

career?

T: Architecture school provides an invaluable education. It challenges the way you

think and see the world around you. It teaches you to be rigorous in your process.

And maybe more important than anything, it teaches you how to be a strong

communicator. By having to present, explain and defend your work, you gain the

knowledge and confidence to articulate a vision to a client.
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Still  from Sony Style Brand Video

↑ Click image to enlarge

Still  from Sony Style store in NYC

Do you have an interest in returning to architecture? 

T: We are interested in all forms of design, so of course that includes architecture!

We've been moving back and forth between the digital world and the physical

world with many large scale CNC sculpture installations and it would be exciting to

shift scales and move into larger built architecture forms. What really interests us
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Cool New Towers
There's been a lot of fun tall or semi tall buildings being planned and

published lately. Let's take a look.

MVRDV & co-architect Adept have won a competition for a mixed use

project in Rødovre, Denmark.

via Bustler
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The Anara Tower by Atkins Design Studio is being planned in Dubai.

The little glass capsule on top will serve as a restaurant with panoramic

views.
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Last but not least is Herzog & de Meuron's 57-story 56 Leonard Tower

in NYC. It comprises 145 units ranging from 1,430 sq ft to 6,380 sq. ft.

Completion in Fall 2010.

It comes complete with an Anish Kapoor sculpture, who also did the

Cloud Gate in Chicago (see my last post on it) I was in Chicago this

past weekend and had another chance to visit it. What a cool

experience a big shiny blob is. Really!

This thing amazes me, mostly because of Tronic's jaw dropping

renderings and animations. Take a look at Tronic's work.
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Tronic: Changing Courses

Tronic 

 View Gallery

Browsing through Tronic’s website is like taking a

digital tour of the future, complete with sound effects.

Tronic, a multidisciplinary design firm, directs and

animates scalable cross platform applications for

brands such as Target, Diesel, Adidas, Sharp, and

Smirnoff.  The design, direction, and animation studio

founded by Jesse Seppi and Vivian Rosenthal pushes

ideas to the limits of innovation, experimentation, and

most importantly, realization. We caught up with

Seppi and Rosenthal to find out how they keep Tronic’s

designs ahead of the curve. 

Unlike many designers who got their start by studying design, Seppi and Rosenthal

started as graduate students in the architecture program at Columbia University.

Rosenthal says: “I went to architecture school thinking I was going to design

buildings, but I just instantly got seduced by this whole idea of animation and

moving images, because it gave you greater access to what was in your

imagination.” Indeed, Tronic!s designs look like dreams of the future.  As the digital

design world redefines itself, frequently crossing over with architecture and other

disciplines, Seppi and Rosenthal!s unique background lends them a particularly

valuable niche. 

It might be easy to imagine Tronic getting sidetracked with so many possible directions

to take their designs, but thorough planning keeps them on task. “We stay focused by

developing a concept early on in the process that drives the artistic trajectory of

the project. We continually make sure that the idea doesn!t veer too far from the
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"Our goal is to create an

artistically and conceptually

driven body of work that

inspires, challenges and

excites ourselves and others...

We!re inspired by the idea of

creating things that we haven!t

seen before."
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the project. We continually make sure that the idea doesn!t veer too far from the

original concept, so that we don!t lose track of the original goal of the project. It!s

a constant dialogue between our conceptual vision for the project, the artistic

manifestation of that vision and the desires of our clients.”

Tronic!s conceptual vision and the desires of their clients don!t always jive. Tronic cites

this as one of the more difficult aspects of being commissioned to create work. “The

first real challenge is when you are working on a project that you feel very

passionately about and the client wants to change it in some way that you are

certain will be detrimental to the design or feeling of it.” But this can become a

positive experience by opening a dialogue between the designers and the client.  

"Often we are able to explain why we want to do something a certain way so that we

end up seeing eye to eye with the client once they fully understand our reasoning

behind a decision, but sometimes we do need to change the look of a piece and find a

creative solution that works with the new direction.  There is a client and it is a

dialogue, and while this can sometimes present a challenge, it can also be a very

rewarding dialogue that pushes the project into new territory.”

Tronic affords itself more creative freedom by pitching concepts directly to brands

instead of waiting to be commissioned or working through ad agencies. While they

admit that this method isn!t right for everyone, for them “it was critical in being able to

define our artistic sensibility.”  Tronic tends to defy conventional wisdom, staying true to

their mission and purpose.  They explain, “Our goal is to create an artistically and

conceptually driven body of work that inspires, challenges and excites ourselves

and others... We!re inspired by the idea of creating things that we haven!t seen

before.”   And that's a great way to evolve from architecture into one of the world's

leading animation/direction/design studios..
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Geeked Out
For the third incarnation of its annual holiday store, Wired magazine moved to a
bigger space, added a wider selection of tech products, and partnered with W
Hotels to create pop-up kiosks on the West Coast.

If the Bon Appétit pop-up was a way for the food-loving public to sample fare from high-end chefs, then
Wired magazine's six-week store is the place for the tech-adoring consumer to ogle new gadgets. Now in
its third year, the magazine's retail showroom in SoHo puts advertisers front and center, enabling its
readers and other holiday shoppers to browse and test-drive new technology from manufacturers
including Canon, Palm, and Nintendo. Planned by the magazine and designed by Tronic Studio, the
pop-up opened on Friday, November 16, and will run through December 30.

The new Greene Street location—the store was previously housed on Wooster Street—has an extra
1,000 square feet of space, which the team at Wired filled with a wider selection of products. "Our
strategy has been consistent.... [The store] has well over 100 products this year, so the production
selection has grown and the diversity of the products has grown. It's deeper and broader than before,"
explained Jim Richardson, Wired 's associate publisher of marketing. Prices also run the gamut, with
some gadgets under $100 as well as more expensive devices like the $13,450 water bobsleigh. For
convenience, a new addition this year is a Web site that allows shoppers to buy the featured items
online.

Along with the display of high-tech products, the Condé Nast-owned publication brought back a
schedule of weekly events ranging from live musical performances to afternoon tea. Of these, the most
interactive is the Sunday-afternoon scavenger hunts, where store employees hand over new Palm
Centro smart-phones to consumers and send them into the streets to scout a location using Google
Maps and the device's camera function. To avoid community complaints, the magazine keeps the
programming within retail hours, consistent with the stores in the area.

For the first time this year, the promotion also moved beyond its East Coast locale with kiosks—mini
versions of the store—at W Hotels in California. Starting with the San Francisco property on Tuesday,
November 27, the pop-ups will be open 24 hours a day and run for 10 days at hotels in Los Angeles, San
Diego, and Silicon Valley. The pop-ups are aimed at reaching a wider audience: Wired hopes to target
other demographics (such as business travelers) with this extension of the event.   —Anna Sekula

Tronic Studio and
Wired's design team
created the graphic
look of the store, which
featured visual cues
like stripes on the floor
in the magazine's
signature pink.  

One of the challenges
for the promotion was
finding a space with
drive-in access for
sponsor Infiniti's vehicle
display.  
Photo: BizBash

New this year was an
expanded lounge area
for the larger number of
home-entertainment
items.  
Photo: BizBash
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56 Leonard Street
brand video
Motion Graphics, Business

Anish Kapoor's huge stainless

steel balloon sculpture floats

gently out of the Manhattan

sky to land on-site at 56

Leonard Street, where it's

compressed into final form

under the descending weight of

Swiss architecture firm Herzog

& de Meuron’s 57-story,

twisted-glass and steel, high-

rise residential tower in

Manhattan’s Tribeca Historic

District. New York City-based

directing and animation studio

Tronic created the video to

mirror the architecture firm’s

intent and also provide a

foundation for the luxury

property’s marketing program. 

To create the feeling of the

glass and steel elements

floating into place, Tronic

directed a helicopter shoot in

order to produce reference

footage of the site and to

capture the breathtaking views

from the apartments looking

outward. The studio also

modeled, from scratch, all of

the buildings from some six

square-blocks of the

neighborhood to provide their
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Video: SONY Style - Chocolate
Realized by: Tronic Studio
3D & composing :3Ds Max, Real Flow, Mental Ray, Final Render
Released : december 2008
Sony Style video inspired by chocolate and holidays at our door,
realized by Tronic Studio.
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Vivian Rosenthal is the co-founder of Tronic Studio. Along with her partner, Jesse Seppi, they use their

diverse backgrounds to create a collective fusion of ideas, images, movement and experience. 

Designing Minds is the third and final installment exploring the innovative and engaging work of Vivian

Rosenthal. She is faced with the challenge of humanizing technology for Sony and imagining the future

through building blocks for GE, as well as a preview of their current collaboration with Misnomer dance

troupe.
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Tronic Studio Rides the Wave for Hitachi

  Hitachi.mov ( 44MB ) - Viewed 51 times

WIRED NextFest 2007 featured some 160 exhibits from scientists, researchers 

and inventors around the globe. Tronic was responsible for the architectural 

design, branding and signage, motion graphics and website components of the 

inaugural NextFest, in 2004, and has provided key creative for the hip, 

interactive technology event since. For the high-profile Hitachi pavilion, Tronic 

crafted an iconic large scale CNC wave sculpture and a two-minute branding 

video, to bring the water theme to life.

"When we heard NextFest was to be in Southern California this year and that 

Hitachi had an exciting 'moving mountains' project to bring crucial water to the 

LA Basin, we envisioned water as the theme for the Hitachi pavilion," recalls 

Vivian Rosenthal who co-founded Tronic Studio with Jesse Seppi in 2001

"People have the misconception that Hitachi is just an electronics giant, but it's 

a massive company working in areas from healthcare to infrastructure," says 

Rosenthal "The more we thought about the water thematic, the more 

convinced we were that it was a timely, flexible concept we could apply to the 

experiential and physical environment of the Hitachi pavilion and the branding 

video."

Water, Fluidity and Hitachi

Water's fluidity, and its' circulation patterns, lent itself to the design of the 
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pavilion. "Circulation is a big part of architecture," notes Seppi, an architect by 

training and the project's lead designer.

The layout of our sculpture was both informed through our study of the floor 

plan and probable circulation pattern but also helped define it.

Blue-Tinted Waves, a Visual Beacon

Tronic's blue-tinted liquid sculpture became the pavilion's visual beacon, a 

"thread tying the entire experience together," says Seppi.

The fluid ribbon "captures the movement of water frozen in time," says 

Rosenthal, "and moves people through the space." The sculpture, the largest 

Tronic has yet designed, is suspended on nearly transparent piano wire from 

the tubular steel ring, which displays the Hitachi signage. "Everything echoes 

the formal aspect of the sculpture and frames it in a positive way -even the 

walls and tables were designed to support and complement it," Seppi notes.

Seppi used Next Limit Technologies' RealFlow water simulation software to craft 

the organic gesture of the sculpture and Autodesk's 3ds Max to refine its 

surface. The sculpture was made of high-density foam it was milled in 

segments, sprayed with a resin-based hard coat, sanded, primed and painted.

Two-Minute CG Video "Inspires the Next"

Behind the sculpture, extending outward over the wing of the pavilion walls was 

a cantilevered armature, which serves as the projection surface for the branding 

video created by Tronic. "The two-minute video plays on a large, hanging wall 

that echoes the design of the wave," Rosenthal explains. "Everything ties 

together: the sculpture, the products Hitachi is exhibiting, the video screen and 

the video."

The two-minute, fully-CG video, conceived and animated by Tronic, reinforces 

Hitachi's commitment to water and to its motto -clearly evident in its signage- 

"Inspire the Next." The video shows the transformative power of water, as a 

desert landscape becomes a futuristic city where everything is made of water 

and where Hitachi's myriad products - bullet trains, cars, auto parts, robots, and 

high- resolution screens - all play a central role.

"The city was rendered to appear to be made of water. It was a liquid 

environment that brought home the idea of clean water everywhere," 

Rosenthal points out.

Desert Sands Transformed

The video opens with expansive views of desert sand formations. A slight 

breeze begins to blow some of the sand away and builds to a tremendous 

sandstorm, which implodes causing the landscape of sand to be sucked into a 

large cube that hovers in an empty sky for a moment. The cube suddenly 
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plummets to the ground, releasing liquid waves, which transform into a fluid life 

form against a white background.

The liquid gushes to fill an invisible container, which takes the form of a Hitachi 

water pump. It emits tubes of water, which in turn form other Hitachi products 

and infrastructure: a power plant, construction vehicles, liquid buildings, and a 

bullet train. The landscape continues to fill, becoming a cityscape with a liquid 

geodesic dome and skyscrapers.

Liquids swirl around Hitachi auto parts on a road; the liquids form the body of a 

futuristic car surrounding the parts still visible beneath the surface. A robot 

moves through rooms in a high-rise apartment. An object forms on the desktop 

- a futuristic computer monitor and server. The video closes with a very human 

note, a glimpse of the far end of the room where the liquid forms the outline of 

a child sleeping, dreaming of a Hitachi inspired future.

"It was a real challenge to create an entire landscape out of water," says 

Rosenthal. "The rendering and simulations needed to give form to something 

amorphous and to provide the level of detail that we wanted was very 

intense," adds Seppi.

Fortunately, it's now possible to create realistic fluid simulations outside 

Hollywood studios. RealFlow software, with its custom Python scripting, enabled 

Seppi and Tronic's animators to "get into the nitty- gritty detail of water 

dynamics" to craft the liquid city. The native Particle Flow system within 3ds 

Max was the perfect tool to build the arid desert landscape.

The merger of Tronic's strong design sensibilities across all media, the CG 

software available, and a visionary client and a large-scale CNC sculpture 

produced an unforgettable experience for WIRED NextFest visitors.

"Hitachi was really great to work with," Seppi reports. "They appreciated and 

understood our water-theme concept, and trusted us to design it and bring it to 

life."
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Tronic Studios' Digital Chocolates Make a "Sweet"
Holiday Video for SONY

  SONY Chocolate.mov ( 20MB ) - Viewed 7 times

Consumer electronics rank high on holiday wish lists but who doesn't enjoy a gift of

chocolates on any occasion? So when creative collective Tronic Studio sculpted an

animated array of the latest Sony products from digital chocolate in a whimsical

holiday spot for the Sony Style stores, they demonstrated that life can be "Sweet"

indeed.

Conceived, directed and animated by Tronic Studio, the "Sweet" spot comes on the

heels of a playful all CG Sony HDNA spot the studio created for the Sony Style stores

earlier this year. Sony Style retail stores, designed to be especially technology-

friendly, showcase Sony products and demonstrate how they can be integrated into

consumers' lifestyles.

"Sony asked us to produce a new spot for their holiday campaign which associates

chocolate, the holidays and Sony products," notes Vivian Rosenthal, who founded

Tronic with Jesse Seppi. "The Sony Style stores were planning product displays
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Tronic with Jesse Seppi. "The Sony Style stores were planning product displays

fabricated from chocolate-colored plastic so we had the idea to make larger-than-life

Sony products come to life out of chocolate."
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- BRAVIA & More!
www.SonyStyle.com

Chocolate Headphones, Camcorder, SLR

With that in mind, Tronic Studio devised a storyline in which chocolate pours from the

sky in different urban neighborhoods to create giant, Jeff Koons-like sculptures of a

Sony digital SLR camera, a PSP, stereo headphones, a Handicam camcorder and a

laptop computer. "We were interested in the exploring the shape shifting nature of

chocolate, how it begins as a liquid and solidifies into a recognizable form," explains

Rosenthal.

"It's gift-giving in a most unexpected way," says Seppi. "Actually, sculpting the

products in chocolate speaks to the real-world manufacturing of the products: Plastic

molding and shaping is not dissimilar from chocolate-making."

It's Raining Chocolate

The video opens with chocolate pouring from the sky, flooding a highway and forming

a huge digital SLR camera and lens. More chocolate rains down on a tennis court to

sculpt a PSP, on a bridge approach to form stereo headphones, and on a park tucked

in a highway cloverleaf to make a Handicam camcorder. Finally, the ribbons of

chocolate pour onto an expanse of lawn to sculpt a giant laptop whose wafer-thin

screen is embossed with "Sweet."

Tronic directed live-action HD shoots across Manhattan to capture the background

footage using dynamic tilts and pans and shooting from atop an apartment for an

aerial view of the maze of highways. "We searched to find locations that weren't too

iconic," notes Rosenthal. "We wanted an urban feel while that would appeal to

customers in Sony Style stores anywhere."

3Ds Max, Real Flow, Mental Ray, Final Render

Using 3ds max for animation and Real Flow fluid dynamics software for the chocolate

pour, Tronic crafted the Sony sculptures. Time remapping speeded the period between

the liquid pour and the chocolate's solid state while animated effects changed the

chocolate's look from glossy to matte as the liquid hardened. Mental Ray and Final

Render were tapped for rendering.

Tronic also added some holiday iconography, deploying peppermint-striped chocolate

for the PSP sculpture and weaving red ribbons through the spot to tie up the fully-

formed products like gifts.

Camera matching and tracking software seamlessly connected the live- action camera

moves and the CG products. Skies were replaced throughout to unify the time of day

and the look of skies, which had been affected by wind and clouds during the shoot.
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Tronic Studio Explores the Fabric of Skin in Film
for Diesel's 55DSL Brand
Your Skin is Woven in Mine

  55DSL.mov ( 62MB ) - Viewed 514 times

When 55DSL commissioned Tronic Studio to produce a short film to open its fall

fashion show in Italy, and flagship store exhibition, they got a surprising glimpse into

a future where "Your skin is woven in mine."

"Diesel is a very forward thinking, creative brand and we were essentially given an

open brief; the only caveat being that we work with a checker pattern, which is a

central design element of the latest 55DSL collection," said Vivian Rosenthal, who

founded Tronic with Jesse Seppi. "Otherwise we were free to interpret the patterns

any way we liked."

Give Tronic its creative freedom and be prepared for something entirely different. "We

decided to explore the idea that someday patterns might be woven or imprinted

directly onto your skin," Rosenthal continued. "The film exploits the theoretical conceit

that our skin is our personal clothing and that future fashions might be embedded

patterns or mapped on particles."

Virtual Bodies in Motion

To visualize the concept, Tronic designed an abstract environment of checker patterns,

and then using the Red camera cinematographer Rod Lamborn filmed the two dancers

at high speed. The HD film became the source material for the virtual nude CG

doppelgangers whose bodies, (modeled in 3D Studio Max) are imprinted with the

pattern as they pass through the checkered threshold. Nylon handled music and

sound design "The dancer's bodies are completely realistic, as if created from full body
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sound design "The dancer's bodies are completely realistic, as if created from full body

scans, which one day may be the patterns for personalized fashions," said Rosenthal.

"The Red is an amazing camera that gave us beautiful shots of the dancers in high

speed so we were able to keep all the detail," said Rosenthal. "For example, in the

opening shot the male does a series of leaps that, with Red, we were able to better

articulate and impart a poetic feeling."

"The pieces is a bit experimental, a bit theoretical, and it presents a rediscovery of

the beauty of the human body and its individuality," added Rosenthal. "Sometimes

clothing is an expression of our individuality but often it is a mask, so with this piece

we're removing the mask and focusing on the contours and definition of our muscles

and skin."

Photoreal 3D Characters

The Diesel project presented Tronic an opportunity to create model, rig and animate

photoreal 3D characters. As they emerge through the checkered wall, the pattern is

mapped onto their skin. The title 'Your Skin is Woven in Mine' conceptually and

visually embodies the idea that theoretically someone else's skin, their pattern, or

their design could be woven into yours."
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Tronic Studio 3HD Branding Spot Presides Over Retail
Marriage of Sony Style and Comcast Labs

  Emerge.mov  ( 21MB ) - Viewed 32 times

Tronic Studio 's 3HD theatrical trailer-style spot, "Emerge" plays across one the world's
biggest hi-definition (25x80-foot, 4mm) LED screen in the Comcast Center in Philadelphia
to herald the launch of the retail marketing partnership between Sony Electronics and
Comcast Labs.

The Tronic spot co-brands Comcast Cable and Sony Electronics as they inaugurate their
partnership in a 3,400-square-foot retail experience, which opened last week in the lower-
level concourse of Comcast's downtown Philadelphia headquarters. Tronic also produced
three HD product spots, which play across numerous screens in the retail showcase, to
explain the perfect marriage of Sony hardware and Comcast cable, phone and internet
services.

Sony Style Comcast Labs Retail Experience
The Sony Style Comcast Labs retail experience borrows the minimalist, space-ship-like
aesthetic of the Sony products. Staffers will demo 100- Mbps Internet service, which
Comcast may launch commercially later in 2009, as well as tru- way-enabled HDTVs, Sony
PlayStations and other wares.

At Sony Style Comcast Labs, staff show consumers how to unlock the potential of their
devices by demonstrating how Comcast's advanced delivery services for voice, video and
internet services integrate seamlessly with Sony's hardware products and entertainment
content. The partnership with Comcast is Sony's first co-branded retail location to offer
Bravia high-definition LCD TVs, Vaio PCs, DSLR and Cyber-shot digital cameras,
PlayStation 3 and PSP consoles, and other products.
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Tronic Moves Deeper into OOH HD Videos
For Tronic, the project marks a continuation of its move into OOH, high- end HD retail
content. "The challenge was to link two distinct companies together in a coherent voice,"
said Vivian Rosenthal, co-founder and art director for Tronic Studio, whose NY City-based
animation studio has produced several HD out-of-home videos, including two recent spots
for the Sony Style stores. "The Sony Comcast co-branding spot has the feeling of a trailer
for a feature film that brings the brands together in an uplifting, aspirational way that
captures one's imagination and hits at the converging technologies they offer."

Floating High in the Atmosphere, "Generators" Pump out a Hi-Tech Partnership
"The story is a highly abstract metaphor that employs flying CG life forms, which, in a
visually engaging manner, presents a simplified representation of converging technology,"
said Jesse Seppi, Tronic Studio's creative director. "The creative concept was set high in
the atmosphere above a fluffy cloud layer, where futuristic generators pump out hundreds
of floating pods. The pods represent emergent technological forms (i.e. Sony), which
intermix with the fluid, ephemeral structure of the clouds (symbolizing Comcast Media)."

An intelligent force residing in the clouds projects cable-like tendrils that inject
consciousness into the pods, transforming them with intelligent purpose. The camera
follows as they sail through the atmosphere demonstrating a purposeful downward
movement. Gaining color as they fly, the viewer follows a flock of pods as they spread their
mechanical wings, glide closer together and finally form the end-tag for the new Sony
Comcast partnership.
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Brand new Vista
Monday 02 Apr 2007

New York's Tronic Studio reveals how it thought big and created a massive 230-foot-wide
CG animation for the launch of Microsoft Vista.

Size is everything, especially when you're launching an update to the world's most popular
operating system. And for New York's Tronic Studio, size really mattered when it was
commissioned by Microsoft to create a massive, immersive animated display that was the length
of a football pitch and used 70 40-inch HD plasmas displays.

The result is a 60-second branding spot that delivers a mix of video and CG to create a truly
immersive showcase for Windows Vista.

Shown at New York's JFK airport, the installation sees visitors surrounded by a continuous loop
of HD CG animation.

The frenetic spot opens with the phrase 'The WOW! Starts Now,' then the Vista logo drops into
view and rapidly extrudes into a myriad of representations of icons, folders, applications,
navigation, search, and security features. The climax sees a cascade of Vista candy shapes filling
the screens.
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A panoramic Vista

"We wanted to create an elegant panorama of the user experience showing a glimpse of
everything available through your computer with Vista," said Vivian Rosenthal, Tronic's co-
founder.

"3D animation was key to communicating the prominence, elegance and physicality of the
Microsoft logo, and in general the operating system, and so the logo extrudes to reveal its many
dimensions, from navigation, to media player, to search and finally, security functions, all of
which are featured in vignette treatment."

For example, the new search function is illustrated by a magnifying glass on the hunt: first it
finds an elephant, then a monkey to demonstrate the accelerated search for everything on the
desktop.

In a further example, the security vignette casts the Microsoft logo as a shield fending off attacks
by a horde of minute robotic viruses. "We were excited by the size and scope of the project,"
says Rosenthal.

"We've done a number of experiential projects that have included branded video content with
unusual aspect ratios and went into the project feeling comfortable with the challenges.

"When we're tackling an experiential design project, we always consider the space first and how
one moves through it. The site and its specific spatial configurations inform our approach to the
timing, colour and narrative structure of the video.

"The biggest challenges with the JFK project were the massive 3D files and long render times
coupled with a pressing launch date."

The Tronic team kicked off by exploring client-supplied moodboards, and added their own spin.
The security segment was initially going to be dropped for fear it was too scary, says Rosenthal,
but Tronic added a playful angle and cartoon-like robots, transforming the Vista logo into a hero
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but Tronic added a playful angle and cartoon-like robots, transforming the Vista logo into a hero
shield.

The team drafted the robot characters, performed animation tests, and were able to convince the
client the idea was viable. The robots were modelled in Autodesk 3DS Max.

Several other key segments demanded a mix of dynamics and simulations such as cloth.

"[The] Search [segment] was very involved with cloth dynamics in 3DS Max," says Rosenthal.
"Although the cloth modifier is typically used for clothing we found its solving engine superior
to the cloth found in Reactor.

Each sheet of paper was part of a larger garment, so to speak. "We had to customize the material
qualities to match the properties found in paper. We timed it out and felt the narrative structure
should allow for three moments of interest.

"So, the magnifying glass was introduced as our tour guide that takes us through the chaos to find
with clear intention some various images that we wanted to see.

"Using the cloth simulations as the base motion, we had to further populate the environment with
some particle systems. For the key moments that required the most control, we had to hand
animate the papers.

"Since we had adopted a real-world scale strategy for the papers, we began to look at different
degrees of convexity for the lens in our magnifying glass.

“Using Brazil glass as our material, we found that the magnifying glass was a very sensitive
instrument and we had to tweak things like the distance relationships between the camera the
papers and the magnifying glass in order to get the desired level of magnification," she adds.

A further segment focused on Vista's Flip 3D interface, with Tronic challenged to take the
minimal Microsoft button and expand it into a rich metaphor for navigation.

"In order to do this we had to model the button kind of like an onion with many layers that can
peel away into pages of content. Although some particle systems were explored, in the end we
had to hand animate these layers to control the desired composition," says Rosenthal.

"Once the animatic was settled on, we began looking at ways to shift the materials from the
glass-like nature of the button to the image-based materials found on the Flip 3D geometry or
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glass-like nature of the button to the image-based materials found on the Flip 3D geometry or
screens.

"We looked at shape shifting or morphing at first, but realized that it was better in the end to set
up the animation to overwhelm the screen and create a diversion for the new geometry to slip
into frame. A smooth transition was achieved. "We used this technique twice to fragment the
button into the Flip 3D interface. Getting through the transformation was only half the battle,
because we also had to map dozens of HD videos and images onto the Flip 3D geometry.

"That in itself was quite an organizational task as well as extremely heavy to work on with the
gigabytes of animated maps," she adds.

The spot was rendered in Splutterfish Brazil, and the final spot weighed in at a whopping 10,000-
x-1,080 pixels. Yet its large size works in its environment.

"For us, it is a thrill to converge video film with the spatial conditions found in the built
environment. Many of us have backgrounds in architecture, which have always given us a
unique insight into projects like this.

"This project was one where we were not only concerned with how the architecture performs in
relation to the human body but how the human mind is capable of absorbing moving imagery as
a physical reality.

“By activating the traditional surface qualities of architecture with video, audio and interactivity,
we can push the environmental experience," she says.

Matthew Bath

Submit to: Digg Del.icio.us Reddit
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Animating the 3D 'Candy Vista' buttons
"We wanted to see the frame of the video act as a physical container and have hundreds of
elliptical shaped buttons pour into it," says Rosenthal.

"To do this we used hard body dynamics in Max and the Brazil rendering engine to control how
much refraction was allowable, to let the Microsoft iconography read while still maintaining the
3D properties of our elliptical shapes.

"That last issue was a concern for the client throughout the spot and almost always became an
issue of refraction. It also became important to find the right balance between having the
container feel full and not having the geometry get too dark.

"We had to render several passes and get the right mix in post to get the icons to pop while still
having all the geometry cast enough shadows around to lend a sense of weight and compacting
to the pile."

The CG robots were designed as a friendly metaphor for virus attacks.

The entire installation measures 230-feet-wide and is being shown at New York's JFK airport.

Project: Microsoft Vista WOW! installation 
Client: McCann Worldgroup 
Studio: Tronic Studio www.tronicstudio.com
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"So, the magnifying glass was introduced as our tour guide that takes us through the chaos to 
find with clear intention some various images that we wanted to see.

"Using the cloth simulations as the base motion, we had to further populate the environment 
with some particle systems. For the key moments that required the most control, we had to 
hand animate the papers.

"Since we had adopted a real-world scale strategy for the papers, we began to look at 
different degrees of convexity for the lens in our magnifying glass.

“Using Brazil glass as our material, we found that the magnifying glass was a very sensitive
instrument and we had to tweak things like the distance relationships between the camera the
papers and the magnifying glass in order to get the desired level of magnification," she adds.

A further segment focused on Vista's Flip 3D interface, with Tronic challenged to take the 
minimal Microsoft button and expand it into a rich metaphor for navigation.

"In order to do this we had to model the button kind of like an onion with many layers that 
can peel away into pages of content. Although some particle systems were explored, in the 
end we had to hand animate these layers to control the desired composition," says Rosenthal.

"Once the animatic was settled on, we began looking at ways to shift the materials from the 
glass-like nature of the button to the image-based materials found on the Flip 3D geometry or 
screens.

"We looked at shape shifting or morphing at first, but realized that it was better in the end to 
set up the animation to overwhelm the screen and create a diversion for the new geometry to 
slip into frame. A smooth transition was achieved. "We used this technique twice to fragment
the button into the Flip 3D interface. Getting through the transformation was only half the
battle, because we also had to map dozens of HD videos and images onto the Flip 3D 
geometry.

"That in itself was quite an organizational task as well as extremely heavy to work on with 
the gigabytes of animated maps," she adds.

The spot was rendered in Splutterfish Brazil, and the final spot weighed in at a whopping 
10,000-x-1,080 pixels. Yet its large size works in its environment.

"For us, it is a thrill to converge video film with the spatial conditions found in the built 
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environment. Many of us have backgrounds in architecture, which have always given us a 
unique insight into projects like this.

"This project was one where we were not only concerned with how the architecture performs 
in relation to the human body but how the human mind is capable of absorbing moving 
imagery as a physical reality.

“By activating the traditional surface qualities of architecture with video, audio and
interactivity, we can push the environmental experience," she says.

Matthew Bath

 



Sony Style Comcast Labs Retail
Experience
The Sony Style Comcast Labs retail experience
borrows the minimalist, space-ship-like
aesthetic of the Sony products. Staffers will
demo 100-Mbps Internet service, which
Comcast may launch commercially later in
2009, as well as tru-way-enabled HDTVs, Sony
PlayStations, and other wares.

At Sony Style Comcast Labs, staff show
consumers how to unlock the potential of their
devices by demonstrating how Comcast's
advanced delivery services for voice, video and
internet services integrate seamlessly with
Sony's hardware products and entertainment
content. The partnership with Comcast is
Sony's first co-branded retail location to offer
Bravia high-definition LCD TVs, Vaio PCs, DSLR
and Cyber-shot digital cameras, PlayStation 3
and PSP consoles, and other products.

Tronic Moves Deeper into OOH HD Videos
For Tronic, the project marks a continuation of
its move into OOH, high-end HD retail content.
"The challenge was to link two distinct
companies together in a coherent voice," said
Vivian Rosenthal, co-founder and art director
for Tronic Studios, whose NY City-based
animation studio has produced several HD out-
of-home videos, including two recent spots for
the Sony Style stores. "The Sony Comcast co-
branding spot has the feeling of a trailer for a
feature film that brings the brands together in
an uplifting, aspirational way that captures
one's imagination and hits at the converging
technologies they offer."

Floating High in the Atmosphere, "Generators" Pump out a Hi-Tech Partnership
"The story is a highly abstract metaphor that employs flying CG life forms, which, in a visually
engaging manner, presents a simplified representation of converging technology," said Jesse
Seppi, Tronic Studio's creative director. "The creative concept was set high in the atmosphere
above a fluffy cloud layer, where futuristic generators pump out hundreds of floating pods. The
pods represent emergent technological forms (i.e. Sony), which intermix with the fluid, ephemeral
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Tronic Studios 3HD theatrical trailer-style spot, "Emerge," plays across
one the world's biggest hi-definition (25x80-foot, 4mm) LED screens in
the Comcast Center, in Philadelphia, to herald the launch of the retail
marketing partnership between Sony Electronics and Comcast Labs.

The Tronic spot co-brands Comcast Cable and Sony Electronics as they
inaugurate their partnership in a 3,400-square-foot retail experience,
which opened last week in the lower-level concourse of Comcast's
downtown Philadelphia headquarters. Tronic also produced three HD
product spots, which play across numerous screens in the retail
showcase, to explain the perfect marriage of Sony hardware and
Comcast cable, phone and internet services.

Sony Style Comcast Labs Retail Experience
The Sony Style Comcast Labs retail experience borrows the minimalist,
space-ship-like aesthetic of the Sony products. Staffers will demo 100-
Mbps Internet service, which Comcast may launch commercially later in
2009, as well as tru-way-enabled HDTVs, Sony PlayStations, and other
wares.  Read More

INDUSTRY WATCH:
Keywest Technology Makes Extending Digital Signage Signals 
Easy and Affordable with New MediaXtender

Total Brand Experience Goes Mobile with PlayNetwork 

Research Shows Consumers Want Greater Access 
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Fashion Week
Pop-Up Shops: Small Stores, Big Business
Lauren Sherman 02.01.08, 6:00 PM ET

The Earnest Sewn flagship store in the heart of the meatpacking district in Manhattan offers more than skinny jeans and
cozy knits. A 400-square-foot room off the main 2,400-square-foot space rotates in a new guest designer each month.

This pop-up shop has featured the shoemaker Repetto, T-shirt brand Rogues Gallery, and this month, John Whitledge's
Trovata--a line of surfer-meets-prep-school separates for men and women. The room is "curated" to distinguish it from
the exclusively Earnest Sewn section of the store, using shelves, hanging chairs and stacks of books to display
Whitledge's collection. Scott Morrison, president and designer of Earnest Sewn, sells the goods on consignment and takes
a commission on each piece sold. 

Morrison says the temporary retail spot makes his store a destination for fashion followers, rather than just a place to buy
jeans. "We're trying to cultivate a lifestyle brand," he says. The real winner here is Whitledge. He not only gets to present
his collection in a comprehensive way--instead of a couple pieces here and there in a boutique or department store--he
also gets the exposure fledgling designers crave.

In Pictures: Catch-Them-Before-They’re-Gone Stores

In the last four years, pop-up stores have become a popular way for emerging designers to generate buzz around their
brand and test if a brand can stand on its own. Comme des Garçon designer Rei Kawakubo sparked the trend in 2004,
with guerrilla shops popping up everywhere from Berlin to Barcelona.

Now, bigger companies, including Target and Delta Air Lines, are using the format to accelerate branding efforts. The
Target pop-up shop in Los Angeles featured the big box's Go International fashion line and trumpeted Target's Design for
All campaign, while Delta's New York pop-up featured gourmet eats from top New York chefs, emphasizing the airline's
dedication to improving its mile-high menu.

Larger corporations love the buzz; new designers are attracted to the sales a pop-up store can generate. The designers
pay for the shops--for smaller designers, the costs would run about $150,000. For a big brand like Target, Wired or
Swatch, it would be higher, in some cases up to $1 million, depending on production costs and lifespans.

Young entrepreneurs need to see a big return for such an investment to pay off. Vivian Rosenthal, co-founder of New
York-based design studio Tronic Studios, says the pop-up shops allow many brands with smaller budgets to see if an
even more expensive stand-alone store is viable.

"These brands want more visibility," says Rosenthal, who designed pop-up stores for Wired magazine and Moet
champagne in December 2007. "The pop-up store builds brand awareness, but it's also a testing ground for something
more permanent."

Designer Rag and Bone, featured last fall at New York's Den--a store that serves as a blank canvas for a rotating roster
of designers--had such a good run that they're opening a permanent stand-alone store this spring. And Grey Ant designer
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TRONIC
H.P：www.tronicstudio.com
Interview by arata sasaki

2001年に大学時代の友人であるJesse SeppiとVivian RosenthalによってN.Y.に設立されたクリエイティブスタジオ［TRONIC］。
建築学科を専攻していただけあって非常に空間スペースの捉え方が巧みなスタジオだ。
設立時、最初のプロジェクトがNIKEという非常に恵まれた環境でスタートした彼らだけに現在ではDIESELやHITACHI、SONYなど幅広いプロジェク
トに参加している。

Hitspaper:Tronicの歴史について教えて下さい。
Vivian:Tronicは、Jesse SeppiとRosenthalによって2001年に設立されました。
元々私達二人はコロンビア大学院の建築学科で会いました。
その当時二人はBlue Houseと呼ばれるデジタルとフィジカルスペースの複合について取り組んでいましたね。
そしてこのプロジェクトによってお互いが同じ概念と美学を共有していることに気付かされて、その事がTronicをスタートするきっかけになりまし
た。
その後、卒業してすぐに卒業研究を評価してもらったNIKEからプロジェックトのアプローチがありましたね。

Hitspaper:Could you tell us Tronic's history?
Vivian:Tronic Was Founded In 2001 By Jesse Seppi And Vivian Rosenthal.
We Met At Columbia University's Graduate School Of Architecture.
We Worked On A Joint Thesis There, Called The Blue House, On The Intersection Of Digital And Physical Space.
Our Of This Collaboration Came The Idea To Start Tronic,After Realizing We Shared The Same Concepts And Aesthetics.
Shortly After We Graduated,We Were Approached To Work On A Project For Nike Based On Our Graduate Work.
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Hitspaper:作品を通じて表現したいことを教えて下さい。
Vivian:私達を取り巻く環境の恐怖や愛情を表現しようとしています。
大部分は様々な感情を捉えてそれを掘り下げることにあります。
その中でも身体、建築、アニメーションの融合に興味がありますね。
そういった興味と経験は私達の仕事に対するモチベーションになりますから。

Hitspaper:Whats are you trying to express through your work?
Vivian:We're Always Trying To Express Our Fears And Loves About The World Around Us.
Mostly, We Explore This Through Capturing Different Emotions.
We Are Interested In The Intersection Of The Body, Architecture And Animation...
It Is The Convergence Of All Of These Elements Into An Experience That Really Moves Us. 

Copyright (C) 2007 HITSPAPER™ All Rights Reserved.
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Hitspaper:クリエーターにとって最も重要な要素は何だと思いますか？
Vivian:最も重要な要素は強い欲求だと思います。
欲求がなくては何も達成できないでしょう。
私達のデザインは非常に感情的な場所から生まれています。
次のステップとして私達は自分の欲求と他に人の欲求を繋げることを目指しています。

Hitspaper:What do you think is the most important elements for creator?
Vivian:The Most Important Element Is To Have A Strong Desire.
Without Desire There's Nothing.
Design For Us Comes From A Very Emotional Place,
Where We Are Trying To Connect Both With Our Own Desires And Then Sometimes They Overlap With Other People's Desires.

Hitspaper:仕事で満足する時はどんな時ですか？
Vivian:まだ満足は覚えたことはないですね。
現在までそうして来たようにこれからも私達の欲求を満たしてくれるプロジェクトを待ち続けるでしょう。
というのも通常プロジェクトには充分な時間がなくそれがいつもフラストレーションになっているので、その事実を早く解決したいですね。

Hitspaper:When can you have a satisfaction from your work?
Vivian:I Don't Think We've Found Satisfaction Yet.
We Are Still Waiting For The Project That Allows Us To Take It Even Further Than Where We Have So Far.
Usually There Is Not Enough Time On A Project, Which Is Always Frustrating,Because We Want To Push It Further.
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Hitspaper:スタジオの環境を教えて下さい。
Vivian:私達のスタジオは面白い構造をしたスタジオですね。
そして多くの自由がありそれぞれがスタジオに対してレビューできる環境です。

Hitspaper:Please talk about the environment around your studio?
Vivian:Our Studio Is Set Up Somewhat Like An Architectural Studio....
Everyone Has A Lot Of Freedom And Then We Have Reviews Within The Studio.

Hitspaper:最近のプロジェクトを教えて下さい。
Vivian:ちょうど今2、3の異なるプロジェクトに取り組んでいます。
一つは日立のプロジェクトで物質がすべて液体ベースの動きをしたアニメーションで巨大な身体的インスタレーションです。
このインスタレーションはWired MagazineのNextfest(LAで9/3に開催される)で使用されることになります。
またTronicはこのイベントのすべてのデザインを統括するので建築からブランディング、モーショングラフィックス、商標管理まで一貫して行いま
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また私達は最近ガイアと呼ばれるアニメオンラインゲームのプロジェクトにも取り組んでいます。
1ヵ月につき200万以上のアクセスがある非常に急成長と遂げたオンラインサイトです。
その中で私達はCGトゥーンシェーディングスタイルに基づいた3本の短編映画を制作しています。
このプロジェクトに携わるまで知らなかったのですがキャラクタベースプロジェクトは刺激的ですね。

Hitspaper:Please tell us about current project?
Vivian:Right Now We Are Working On A Few Different Projects.
One Is For Hitachi -We Are Designing A Large Physical Installation For Them That Combines A Cnc Sculpture With An All Liquid Based 
Animation.
This Installation Will Be Shown At Wired Magazine's Nextfest, A 3 Day Event That Is Being Held This Year In LA.
Tronic Is Also The Design Firm For Nextfest, So We Are Working On The Architecture, Branding, Signage And Motion Graphics For The 
Event.

We Are Also Currently Working On An Anime Series Based On An Online Game Called Gaia.
Gaia Is One Of The Fastest Growing Online Worlds, With Over 2 Million Unique Visits A Month.
We're Creating 3 Short Films Based On The Game Using An All Cg Approach With A Toon Shaded Style.
It's Been Exciting To Work On A Character Based Project, Which We Haven't Done Before.
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Hitspaper:クリエイティブシーンにおいて興味があることを教えて下さい。
Vivian:建築に関しては学生の頃から興味を失っていませんね。

Hitspaper:What genre do you find interesting in the creative scene?
Vivian:Architecture Continues To Interest Us The Most Within The Creative Scene.
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Hitspaper:将来のビジョンを教えて下さい。
Vivian:実験し続けることが出来る新しい分野やそいうった面白いプロジェクトに理解があるクライアント、
その事を促進してくれる媒体等を研究、調査して行く事ですね。

Hitspaper:Please tell us Tronic's future vision?
Vivian:To Push Ourselves Into New Territory Where We Can Continue To Experiment And
Work With Forward Thinking Clients To Create Conceptually Based Work That
Explores New Mediums.
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Hitspaper:最後に日本人に向けてメッセージをお願いします。
Vivian:Jesseと私は多彩な面で日本のカルチャーを愛しています。
伝統的なロックガーデンから現在の建築、アニメ、また日本のデザインもリスペクトしています。
また漆塗に出会ってからそこから大きなインスピレーションを受けています。
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以前Jesseが日本を訪れた時にはその文化に大きく感銘して戻りたくないとも言っていましたよ。
そんな日本を愛している私達なのでいずれ日本で満足するプロジェクトが出来たら嬉しいですね。

Hitspaper:in conclusion ,can I have the message from you to japanese people??
Vivian:Jesse And I Love So Many Aspects Of Japanese Culture.
We Have A Great Respect For Japanese Design, From The Traditional Rock Gardens To The Current Architecture And Anime.
Japan And It's People Have Been A Huge Inspiration For Us Since We Met.
When Jesse Went To Japan He Didn't Want To Come Back, He Liked The People And Culture So Much.
We Hope Some Day To Do A Project In Japan, That Would Bring Us Satisfaction!
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